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Greek Energy Market is coming out of a long winter. The scene is set with the new support scheme for

renewables coming into force , inaugural capacity tenders taking place, the former Electricity Market
Operator “LAGIE” being replaced by the Energy Exchange “HEnEx S.A.” and the interconnection of
Cyclades and Crete islands to the main Grid getting underway. Parity Platform publishes this bimonthly market intelligence report as a snapshot of the accelerating market activity in the country.
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1. Tenders: 2nd Round
Growth of Installed Wind Capacity is picking up again.
Year-on-year increase on total installed Wind capacity in Greece. Source: HWEA wind statistics.

Wind Power Tender
The second tender for 20-year PPA contracts took place on December 10th. Nine projects, with a total
capacity of 160 MW, successfully secured PPA contracts. The contracts are backed with a Feed-inPremium (FiP) scheme. Average price for the contracts was 58.58€/MWh, declining 15% from the average
price in Greece’s inaugural FiP tender in July 2018.
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EDP (Portuguese Utility ) Renewables has accumulated PPA contracts for a total of 60 MW ( 45 MW from
July 2018 tender, 15 MW from December 2018 tender). EDP has a market cap of €13 bil and is the largest
company by assets in Portugal. Read the Press Release from EDP.
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Solar Power Tender
The second tender for 20-year PPA contracts for Solar Power took place on December 10th 2018. Each
Solar Project placed bids in one of two categories, contingent to its capacity.
2003

In small project category (0.5- 1 MW), contracts for close to 62 MW of projects were awarded, with
lowest price at 64 € / MWh.
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Reference Tariffs for Solar and Wind energy converging to SMP.
(Average Reference tariffs calculated for each tender. Solar RTs are calculated for 1-20 MW category)
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Moving towards Grid Parity
Prices (RTs) of new contracts have reached levels close to the System Marginal Price (SMP). Industry
participants have welcomed this development as an indication that solar and wind technologies are now
in a position to provide consumers with clean energy at a competitive costs; Greece is on track towards a
zero subsidy renewables future.

€ 80/MWh

MAR-17

Still a long way to go
By 2020 a total of 2600 MW of FiP PPA contracts will be awarded through the tender mechanism.
Accounting for the second tender in December 2018, the total capacity awarded so far is close to 500
MW. This fuels expectations for tenders amounting to more than 2 GW in total during 2019 - 2020.

€ 100/MWh

JAN-17

The tender for the large solar projects (1 MW – 20 MW) was cancelled. 15 projects ( 43% of total
participating 151 MW) hat had signed up for the tender did not place any bids. All former 15 projects
were owned by the same stakeholder (SpesSolaris). This lead to lower competition and pushed prices
higher than those in small project category. Regulatory Authority for Energy stepped in, cancelled the
tender and stated that a repeat tender for large solar category will be announced in January 2019.

ParityPlatform.com
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2. Cooperative Projects
Can Energy Coops capture a large RES ownership share ?
Big on Cooperative Energy

The example of Energy Cooperatives in Germany.

The Greek Ministry of Environment & Energy released the draft Energy and Climate Plan for 2030, which
sets a target for 500 MW of new Renewable Energy Capacity owned by Energy Cooperatives (Law
4513/2018 )
The Greek Parliament passed the Law 4513/2018 on Energy cooperatives (coops) in January 2018, with
the legislation stipulating that regional cooperatives/ communities (individuals, municipalities and local
companies) are encouraged to establish energy production and distribution ventures. The law addresses
both ventures that target community self-sufficiency and for-profit ventures generating revenues through
energy sales. Current legislation does allow up to 49% of the energy coop’s participants to be nonresidents of the area of the project. Therefore, the activity of a for-profit community might attract both
local and remote investors.
There exist significant incentives for the formation of Energy Cooperatives, namely:
1. Exemption from Participation in Tenders for small scale projects.
2. Exemption from annual fees for holding a production license
3. Exemption from 1.7% community support commission on sales revenue, when local municipality
participates in cooperative.
4. Lower amounts required in Letters of Guarantee.
5. Priority for licensing processes.
6. Subsidies and support packages from Ministry of Energy and EU funds.

As of November 2018, multiple energy cooperatives were formed, including Energy Cooperative of
Agrinio with 168 MW of wind projects in the pipeline. Other examples of Energy communities include
Electra Coop , Sifnos Coop and Larissa Municipality Coop.
Cooperatives bring a new niche market.
Cooperative projects bring opportunities for niche market players such as small wind turbine
manufacturers, energy storage solutions providers and Electric Vehicle Infrastructure companies.

Other utilities
10%

Other
1%

4 Biggest utilities
6%

Citizen Coops
43%

Funds/ Banks
13%

Households and Farmers own 43
out of total 100.3 GW of
Renewable Capacity.

Energy companies/
EPC
14%
Business Sector
13%

Ownership of Total Renewable Energy Capacity in Germany,
December 2016 data. Source: TrendReseach.de , EnergyTransition.org

Scaling up Cooperative Energy.
Incentives offered from Law 4513 for Greek Coops are more applicable for small scale projects
(Solar < 1 MW & Wind < 3 MW ). However, at Parity Platform we believe that community
ownership of energy infrastructure should extend to Utility Scale Projects. Web financing
platforms ( equity & debt crowdfunding ) can streamline the process for retail investors and
help them acquire minority stake in larger projects.

ParityPlatform.com
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3. Deal Watch
Ellaktor and El.Tech Anemos Absorption
Ellaktor SA will absorb its Wind Power Portfolio subsidiary El.Tech Anemos SA, on December 31 2018 .
Ellaktor SA is the largest construction company in Greece and has delivered some of the largest
infrastructure projects in the country. El.Tech’s Wind portfolio is the 2nd largest among Greek Gencos
while both Ellaktor SA (Ellaktor:GA) and El.Tech Anemos SA (Anemos:GA) are trading in Athens Stock
Exchange.

Saw it coming? Ellaktor absorbs its listed Wind Power subsidiary.

The objectives of the absorption are the following:
1. Improve Ellaktor SA cash flow. El.Tech Anemos SA holds a portfolio of Wind Assets that generate
stable cashflow at relatively high tariffs ( >80 € /MWh ).
2. Improve Ellaktor SA stock liquidity.

20%

% Return YTD on El.Tech Anemos and Ellaktor stocks compared to Athens Stock Exchange General Index (ASE:IND)
40%
30%

10%
0%

Management of El.Tech Anemos will remain unchanged after the absorption. Absorbed market cap of
Anemos is €140 mil, accounting for the stock exchange ratio proposed from Ellaktor. Under this proposal
Anemos shareholders will hold 17.4% of new Ellaktor entity. Read the Release from ELLAKTOR SA.

-10%

Sunlight loan agreement
European Investment Bank confirmed a €12.5 million loan to Sunlight, a Greek specialist battery
producer, on November 21 2018. The loan is backed by European Fund for Strategic Investments. (EFSI)

-30%

Sunlight, member of Olympia group of companies, is specialist battery manufacturer and employs over
840 staff. The company develops, manufactures and recycle batteries used ,inter alia, in off-grid
renewable energy systems and smart grids. The proceeds of the loan will support investments in new
equipment for Sunlight’s plant in Xanthi. Read the Press Release from

-20%

-40%
2/1/2018

The deal also includes a 20-year Operation and Maintenance contract for the turbines and delivery and
commissioning are planned for Q2- Q3 2019 and Q3 2019 respectively, The Vestas press release states:
“The customer and projects are undisclosed per the customer’s request.”

ELLAKTOR:GA
ASE:IND
29/3/2018

2/7/2018

26/9/2018

20/12/2018

Danish Wind Turbine manufacturer reinforces leading market position.
Manufacturer Market Share of total Wind Capacity in Greece. Data for 06/2018: HWEA
2%

Other 6%

In May 2018 Sunlight’s battery manufacturing plant in Xanthi was damaged by a fire. Operation of several
manufacturing lines was halted after the fire. As of November 2018,the plant has not returned to full
capacity since the fire. The estimated damage from the fire exceeded €20 million euros
Vestas Turbine Orders
Vestas has secured a 106 MW turbine supply and installation order for several sites in Greece. More
specifically, the order, announced on December 5th, concerns:
14 x V136-4.2 MW, 5 x V136-3.6 MW and 8 x V117-3.6 MW wind turbines

ANEMOS:GA

20%
51%

23%

Vestas has manufactured more than 1.3 GW of
the total 2.6 GW wind turbines currently installed
in Greece. The new 106 MW order will further
reinforce the share of the Danish Manufacturer.
In the manufacturers’ landscape, the question
remains
whether
Chinese
manufacturer
Goldwind will attempt to tap into the Greek or
other European markets.

ParityPlatform.com
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Infographic Design:

MAKING SENSE OF GREEK POWER GRID
PART 1: Generation, Transmission & Distribution
PLAYERS :

GENCOs

GENCOs

Generation Companies
operate and maintain
Energy Production Assets (
Solar , Wind, Hydro, Lignite
plants)

20 kV
Medium Voltage

TSO: Transmission System Operator
Independent Power Transmission Operator
(ADMIE) is responsible for:
• Operating and Maintaining High Voltage
Transmission lines throughout mainland
Greece and interconnection lines to
neighboring countries,
• Providing High Voltage grid Entry Points for
GENCOs plants
150-400 kV

DSO: Distribution System Operator
Hellenic Electricity Distribution
Network Operator(DEDDIE) is
responsible for:
• Operating and Maintaining
Medium and Low Voltage
Distribution lines in Mainland
Greece and islands
• Providing reliable power supply
to end consumers.
20 kV
Medium Voltage

High voltage lines allow transmission closer
to end consumers with fewer losses

Current from plants is converted to High
Voltage with a Step Up transformer

Heavy Industry Consumers
(Aluminum Manufacturers
etc) can connect directly to
high Voltage Grid

Step down transformers are
used to convert current to
medium/ low voltage

0.220/0.380 kV
Low Voltage

ParityPlatform.com
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MAKING SENSE OF GREEK POWER GRID

RAE

PART 2: The Wholesale Market
Transmission Grid
Operator (High Voltage).
Also operates the
Balancing Energy
Market.

Infographic Design:

Regulatory Authority for Energy(RAE) is
an independent administrative authority
responsible for:
• Monitoring operation of Energy
Market and compliance with
competition rules.
• Approval of new power production
licenses.

Distribution Grid
Operator (Med/
Low Voltage)

RETAILCOs
• Buy Energy from wholesale
market and sell it to retail market

GENCOs

Retail Sale Share
(Nov 2018)
End Consumers

Supply

Demand

Also on Supply Side :
1. DAPEEP (administrator for Renewable Technologies)
accumulating energy generated by FiT projects.
2. Energy imports from neighboring countries.

EnEx (Energy
Exchange Group)
Operator of Greek Electricity market:
• Provides Forecasts for Energy Demand
• Acts to maintain supply & demand equilibrium.
• Clears financial transactions. (Outflows to gencos,
grid operators, Inflows from RetailCos, consumers)

Also on Demand Side :
1. Energy Exports to neighboring countries
2. Industrial consumers participating directly in the
exchange.

FACTS

57,483
GWh
Total Energy Demand
in Greece for 2017

-12%
Decrease in installed
Lignite Capacity (May
2016 vs May 2017)

79%

21%

PPC SA

Independent
RetailCos

22.5%
Share of Mainland
Electricity Demand( GWh)
supplied by RES and Hydro
plants in 2017

ParityPlatform.com
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FiP based support scheme
Special market Price for Renewable Tech.
Feed-in-Premium

Total Remuneration
Reference Tariff

Reference Tariff (RT) is the winning bid (€/MWh) that the project offered during the tender round.
After the project is commissioned , it has to provide hourly bids to inject energy to Energy Exchange Pool.
The bids are zero-priced, meaning that energy generated from Renewable Energy projects is prioritized
over energy from gas or lignite projects.
However the Renewable Energy project has to accurately forecast its expected production to provide
accurately sized ( MWh) hourly bids. Independent Renewable Energy Projects , may participate in the
Energy Exchange directly or be represented through an aggregator company, which accumulates energy
generated by multiple projects and bids to inject energy on their behalf. Three possible scenarios are
presented below for generated energy remuneration.

Rebate

Scenario 1:
RT > SMPres
Project is remunerated for energy it generated
with SMPres of the day plus a feed-inpremium

Scenario 2:
RT > SMPres
Project is remunerated for energy it generated
with SMPres. Then the project company has to
provide a rebate , equal to SMPres - RT for
that day. The amount is credited to DAPEEP
(Administrator for Renewable Technologies)
Special Account for Renewables.

No Revenue

Scenario 3:
SMPres < 0
Project receives no revenue for energy
generated, while SMPres has been negative
for more than two hours. Energy generated is
injected for free or curtailed. Such scenario
could take place, in periods where connected
capacity exceeds total demand.

ParityPlatform.com
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Disclosures
Parity Platform Bi-Monthly market Intelligence Report
Parity Platform (PP) develops software solutions for licensed financial services providers. Our team also publishes insights on South Eastern Europe Energy Markets. PP’S mission is to make
Renewable Energy Investing accessible to a larger part of the economy. Nothing in this report constitutes an offer or solicitation of financial products or advice. The software (Web Platform:
parityplatform.com) is offered as a service to licensed Investment Services Providers only.
Parity Platform's Disclosures & Disclaimers
This information is not intended as a recommendation to invest in any particular asset class or strategy or as a promise of future performance.
Assumptions, opinions and estimates are provided for illustrative purposes only. They should not be relied upon as recommendations to buy or sell securities or as a promotion or suggestion or
advice towards investment activities of any form. Forecasts of financial and/or Energy market trends that are based on current market conditions constitute our judgment and are subject to
change without notice. We believe the information provided here is reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This material has been prepared for information purposes only and
is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal, or tax advice. This material is prepared by PP and is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or
investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed are as of December 2018 and may
change as subsequent conditions vary. The information and opinions contained in this material are derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources deemed by PP to be reliable, are not
necessarily all inclusive and are not guaranteed as to accuracy. As such, no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given and no responsibility arising in any other way for errors and omissions
(including responsibility to any person by reason of negligence) is accepted by PP, its officers, employees, advisors or agents. This material may contain ‘forward-looking’ information that is not
purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things, projections and forecasts. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Reliance upon
information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader.
©2018 Parity Platform, PC. All Rights Reserved. EXCEPTIONS: All other trademarks are those of their respective owners. The following items do not belong to Parity Platform and are property of
their respective owners: Icons under creative commons were sourced from the Noun Project. Namely: 1. Wind Turbines by Lizzy Gregory, 2. Transformer by John Winowiecki 3. Transmission Poll
by Creative Stall 4.Lignite Plant by Abdul Wahhab 5. Industrial Building by Mahmure Alp 6. House be Made by Made 7. Transformer by Retina Icon 8. Electric Vehicle by Nicholas DeForest. 9.
Warehouse by Nick Dominguez 10. Cash-flow by Sebastian Wiercinski 11. Loading bar by Royyan Wijaya 12. Charging by Danil Polshin. Royalty-Free images were sourced from Unsplash. Images
on slide 1 and 2 belong to Jason Blackeye and were uploaded to Unsplash.com
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